
mauser Tonnentisch

intelligent furniture – since 1896
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Tonnentisch

Return of a Design Classic
The mauser round barrel executive desk ‘Tonnentisch’ as a strictly limited redesign.

In the 1950s, mauser achieved great success with their round-shaped furniture. During the years of economic success of 
the still young Federal Republic of Germany, the mauser round barrel executive desk ‘Tonnentisch’ could be found on many 
executive floors of upcoming companies, administrations and surgeries. Nowadays, this design classic can be found in 
museums, with desks in good condition achieving high selling prices.

Now it is time for the round barrel executive desk ‘Tonnentisch’, a much sought-after collector’s piece and design classic, 
to once more return to the big stage of design furniture for a limited time only. Numbered and limited to 50 pieces, it 
comes with a lifelong guarantee, with the delivery and handover being celebrated and documented as a special occasion.
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Tonnentisch

Design in Manufacture
Elegant design, crafted by master hand.

Steel. High-gloss coating. Chrome strips. Original linoleum finish. High-quality materials 
meet topclass design. On the characteristically barrel-shaped columns rests the tabletop 
that, thanks to its distinct chrome edges, appears to be filigree and seemingly hovers over 
the carcass. A desk as a designer piece and prestige object. Available in the classic colours 
signal white RAL 9003, jet black RAL 9005, light ivory RAL 1015 and purple red RAL 3004 or, 
upon request, in your favourite colour.

The redesign of the round barrel executive desk ‘Tonnentisch’ is crafted in manufacture. 
Upon request, it can even be personalised. An engraved plate, showing the limited edition 
number as well as the personal initials of its owner, is embedded into the left upper drawer.
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Tonnentisch

Classic Meets Modern
Timeless Design Accommodates State-of-the-Art Technology

Technology has evolved immensely since the 1950s. Although the outer appearance 
does not reveal any of the state-of-the-art-technology features that are hidden inside, 
mauser’s round barrel executive desk ‘Tonnentisch’ meets all the technical requirements 
one can imagine.

The columns of the desk can be optionally equipped with all necessary power and  
data accesses for laptops, mobile phones, etc. Thus, cables remain invisible and do  
not interrupt the clear, curved lines of the furniture.

The inside of the columns provides easily accessible compartments for writing materials, 
documents, folders, hanging files or even a bottle of brandy, together with glasses, 
which helped seal the deal back in the time of economic success. The drawers complement 
the elegant barrel-shaped form of the desk and glide soundlessly on full extension 
runners. The desk features an electronic central locking system.

A handy remote control reflects the curvy design of the desk and opens the drawers 
at the touch of a button, allowing its owners to approach their desk like they would 
approach a noblecar, unlocking it while walking around. Not a far-fetched comparison, 
as steel has been transformed into a timeless design in both cases, seducing people  
to take a seat.
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Tonnentisch 2015 – in-house design by mauser

Your mauser specialist trade partner:

mauser einrichtungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG
3 Western Close
Dover, Kent CT17 9DW

phone +44 [0] 1304 729972
mobile +44 [0] 7939 118021
info@mauser-office.co.uk
www.mauser-moebel.de

mauser
einrichtungssysteme
is a member of the
VAUTH-SAGEL Group.

mauser round-shaped steel furniture
1950s catalogue


